Nowadays, there are a large number of frameworks for developing Web applications such as Struts, JSF, Ruby on Rails and CakePHP. Each framework has its own best practices facilitating the development of web applications, and giving benefits such as saving money, improving the development effort, and reducing the development time. Lift emerges as a new Web framework which has it is own features and learns from the mistakes of other Web frameworks. Some companies such as Siemens and IBM are developing theirs applications in Scala and Lift, as well as social networks like Twitter and Foursquare. However Lift is a new Web framework and for hence it has a lack of documentation for developing Web applications through of best practices. The contribution of this paper is to obtain and discusses the best practices in order to develop Web applications with Lift avoiding common mistakes of design and implementation that other Web frameworks have. With these best practices, the developers can develop more interactive and efficient Web applications integrating features of Web 2.0 technologies with less effort as well as exploiting the framework benefits. Authors consider this work provides a guide for the Web applications development, which impacts in the software engineering community decreasing the number of errors in the implementation phase. Finally, as proof of concept we developed a set of Lift-based Web applications taking into account some best practices such as actors, Comet support, sitemap, wiring and HTML5 support.
Introduction
A framework is a set of related classes and other supporting elements that make application development easier by supplying prebuilt parts [1] . There are many Java-based Web frameworks such as JSF and Struts, Ruby-based Web frameworks such as Ruby on Rails and PHP-based Web frameworks such as CakePHP, among others. Recently, Lift has emerged as a new Web framework founded as an open source project. It is not part of Scala itself but is built on top of Scala's functional features. Lift's design and implementation extensively apply the advantages of immutable data structures, higher-order functions, abstract data types, and pattern matching [2] . Lift has a main advantage the use of the Scala programming language [3] . Scala is also a hybrid functional and Object-oriented (OO) language, which means getting the power of the higher-level functional languages (such as Haskell, Scheme, to mention a few) while retaining the modularity and reusability of OO components. In particular, the FP (Functional Programming) concept of immutability is well represented in Scala, and is one of the simplest means to provide high scalability. Scala allows doing more in Lift with less lines of code [3] . Nowadays, there is few information about Lift, among this information there are only 3 books in the literature: 1) Simply Lift [4] , 2) Exploring Lift [5] and 3) Lift in action [6] ; but they do not consider the best practices for developing Lift-based Web applications.
The Lift best practices is necessary, because they help to develop Web applications more efficiently. As well as improving the development effort, reducing the development time, saving money, increasing of the quality of code, the creation of friendly and interactive applications. It is very important for the software engineering and Web engineering communities.
In this paper, the best practices for developing Lift-based Web applications are presented. These best practices were obtained based on the best practices of other frameworks such as Struts, JSF, Ruby on Rails and CakePHP. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, related works are discussed, Section 3 provides a briefly description of 4 Web frameworks for Web application development. Section 4 presents the best practices in Web development. Section 5 presents the best practices supported for development of Lift-based Web applications. In section 6, a case study is presented, and finally, we present our conclusions and emphasize our contribution.
Related Works
D. Ghosh et al. [2] introduces the concept Lift; it is designed to make powerful techniques easily accessible, while keeping the overall framework simple and flexible. Lift makes it fun to develop because it lets focus on the interesting parts of coding. Lift has cherry-picked the best ideas from a number of other frameworks, while creating some novel ideas of its own. It is combination of solid foundation and new techniques that makes Lift so powerful. V. Hazrati [7] presents an example for single request processing. The lift code, running inside Tomcat, ran 4 times faster than the Rails code running inside Mongrel. However, the CPU utilization was less than 5% in the lift version, where it was 100% of 1 CPU (on a dual core machine) for the Rails version. P. David et al. [8] developed a multiuser, real-time chat application in Lift. Also, Scala's language features that make Lift possible are discussed. The application provides a single chat server that takes chat messages and redistributes the messages out to all listeners. C. Derek et al. [3] presents the applicability of the programming language Scala together with Lift as a development framework for the Web. Scala offers strong functional capabilities, and Lift exploits Scala's benefits. G. Michael [9] developed a realtime Web auction using advanced Ajax libraries, such as jQuery, make it easy to write Comet applications on the client side, but getting them to scale on the server is still a challenge. That is where the Scala programming language and the Lift Web application framework can step in and deliver a scalable back end for the Comet application. S. Balaraman [10] introduced the concepts GWT and Spring MVC. GWT is amazing for rich applications, there's a lot of Web programming that doesn't require its full power. Spring MVC is a Web framework, open and configurable system that doesn't impose too many restrictions and is easy to attach to other technologies. M. Scares et al. [11] , proposed an object-oriented multi-layer framework. This framework allows automating basic structural tasks for enterprise applications, freeing developers from time-consuming, low aggregated value tasks and allowing them to concentrate on the actual goal of software development: the implementation of user requirements. The framework is constructed over three conceptual layers -presentation layer, business layer and service layer -each one playing a well-defined role in the architecture. W. Jason Gilmore [12] introduced the concept Zend Framework. In this article the purpose is threefold. First, it makes the case for why should seek to embrace one of the most crucial of these best practices, known as the Model-View-Controller (MVC) design architecture. Second, it introduces several of the most popular PHP-driven frameworks, each of which allows taking advantage of MVC, in addition to a variety of other time-saving features such as Ajax integration. Finally, it devotes additional time to the Zend Framework, which, although the newest of the bunch, is rapidly becoming the most popular of these framework solutions. D. Ridjanovic [13] presented a brief overview of the Web framework named Domain Model RAD. This framework is used for developing dynamic Web applications with a minimum amount of programming. Also, Domain Model RAD uses Domain Model Lite to represent a domain model of a Web application. L. Xufeng, et al. [14] proposed a novel concept called Smart Business Object (SBO). In essence, SBOs are Web-ready business objects. SBOs have high-level, Web-oriented attributes such as email, URL, video, image, document, among others.
Frameworks for Web Application Development
There are two kinds of Web frameworks: request-based and component-based frameworks. Request-based frameworks use controllers and actions that directly handle incoming requests. These frameworks have differences by the way in how data are structured and provided to the developer. Examples of these kinds of Web frameworks are Struts, Grails and Ruby on Rails.
Component-based frameworks abstract the developer away from the internals of the request handling and encapsulate the logic into reusable components, often independent from the Web medium. The different frameworks basically differentiate themselves by the provided component API and how components are combined together [1] . Examples of these kinds of Web frameworks are JSF(Java Server Faces), Tapestry or wicket.
The main goals of a Web framework are: 1) to accelerate the process development and; 2) to reuse existing code. The most used Web frameworks implement the MVC pattern and have features such as dispatching, navigation, tag support, conversion, use of HTML designer, validation, view technologies, extensibility, template, AJAX support and internationalization.
Web frameworks such as Struts, JSF, CakePHP and Rails are compared trough their best practices. These four Web frameworks were selected because they have great maturity and great use, which make them one of the most powerful Web frameworks. JSF is now the preeminent server-side Java Web framework. A strong point of JSF is its extensible component model, and a large number of third-party components have become available [15] . Apache Struts is an open source Java framework used for building Web applications based on the servlet and Java Server Pages (JSP) technologies [16] . Ruby on Rails is a Web application framework written in Ruby, a dynamically typed programming language similar to Python, Smalltalk, and Perl. Rails is an MVC (model-view-controller) framework [17] . CakePHP is a free, open-source, rapid development framework for PHP. It's a foundational structure for programmers to create Web applications. It is a primary goal is to enable to work in a structured and rapid manner-without loss of flexibility [18] .
In the next section, the best practices in JSF, Ruby on Rails, Struts, CakePHP and Lift for Web development are presented.
Best Practices in Web Development
The best practices are techniques or important aspects identified by users, which helps to develop Web applications more efficiently. The use of best practices has benefits such as save time and save money, the increase of the quality of code and the creation of friendly and interactive applications. Some examples of companies that use best practices are Microsoft, Facebook, IBM, Yahoo and Google.
In this paper the best practices considered were selected based on the most popular best practices compared among different frameworks such as JSF, Struts, CakePHP, Ruby on Rails, which have already been studied and reported in the literature.
In Table 1 , the common best practices in frameworks for Web application development described in section 2 are presented. In the next section, the best practices for Lift-based Web application development are presented.
Best Practices Supported for Development of Lift-based Web Applications
The best practices of Lift-based Web applications are described below. Wiring: Lift's Wiring allows declaring relationships among the various elements on a page and when any of the precedent elements change, the dependent items are redisplayed on the next HTTP response [19] . Parallel rendering: It allows access multiple external resources in parallel. Lift allows executing multiple snippets in parallel during the rendering of a Web page.
Case Study: Best Practices in Lift-based Web Applications
In this section, we discuss why lift is very powerful and interesting framework, and why the best practices mentioned in the above section and their usage are important on Web development.
Internalization in Lift allows Web application multi-language development; this is of great use on websites such as news. Other feature is the forms validation; it allows validating input forms before to be processing it. If the forms do not pass validation, the user received a message with fields which caused the validation problems and system gives an opportunity to fix the problems through of use the custom error messages which allow showing to the user messages more clear about of his errors, this is of great use on websites such as register in a store shopping online. Lift provides REST-based Web services, a simple architectural style which allows using API libraries such as Twitter®, Flickr®, Facebook® and others. It makes websites easier to use and more interesting to explore, an example is the website Foursquare® incorporating Twitter®.
Comet and actors are very interesting in Lift. These best practices allow an open communication among the server-side, client-side and asynchronous message-passing. It offers benefits such as a better real-time interaction, usability and eliminating the limitations of the page-by-page Web model. This is of great use in chat applications, or websites where the users can post comments, for example series or movies applications. HTML5 is very interesting too because it allows an easy development of interactive Web applications adding features that offers some traditional RIA frameworks, such as HTML 2D, HTML 3D, geo-location, drag and drop, audio and video among others. An advantage in terms of security in Lift is SiteMap. SiteMap provides a unified access control, site navigation, and menu system on Lift-based Web applications development.
Next, to show the best practices that other Web frameworks do not have, a set of Web applications are presented. In Fig. 1 , a Web application with a menu automatically created and easily customized is presented. This screenshot shows the feature SiteMap in the development of a Lift-based Web application. In Fig. 2 , a Web application with the feature of using actors in the development of Lift-based Web application is presented. This is a movies application, in which the users can type comments about any movie, and these comments are automatically displayed in the browser. In Fig. 3 , a Web application with Comet support is presented. This is a Web chat application, in which students can share ideas or ask questions about of a professor of the Instituto Tecnologico de Orizaba. In Fig. 4 , a Web application with the feature of using wiring is presented. This Web application is an online clothing store, in which the users can add items to the shopping cart. When the items are added or removed, the shopping cart is updated. Using this feature provides a solution for the management of complex dependencies in a single Web page, as in this example. In Fig 5, a web application with HTML5 support is presented. This is a news Web application in different languages, which shows videos of different format. It shows the functionality of the tag <video> of HTML5, which is used to display a video in a HTML document. The screenshot shows other feature of HTML5, the geolocation API that allows to users can enjoy the benefits of various location-aware services. Lift is a Web framework with important features: 1) Web applications are fast to build, easy to maintain and concise and offers advantages of security and developer productivity; 2) Lift offers a separation of presentation content and logic, Lift has a templating mechanism that does not allow any logic code in the view. The advantages of developing these Web applications through of best practices are faster development, decrease of code, save time, a tremendous advantage in terms of security and build dynamic applications.
Next, the advantages of using the best practices mentioned above (SiteMap, use actors, Comet support, Wiring and HTML5 support) are discussed. The use of SiteMap allows developers to define the access control rules for each Web page, avoiding the process of updating the XML-based security rules when the URLs change or the methods that calculate the access control change. It allows developing more secure Web applications. The use of actors on Web applications offers advantages such as unify threads and events (being efficient and scalable), automatically mapped to multiple JVM threads with the purpose of leverage multi-core processors.
Lift provides support functions and classes to simplify the development of applications that utilize techniques such as comet, in which the server sends data to the browser only when is needed, thus decreasing the latency and got an asynchronous communication, it allows developing more intuitive Web applications.
The use of Wiring in Lift has advantages due it can create very complex inter-relationships with the elements on the screen, when one is updated all the dependent elements are automatically updated. This is a tremendous save time and allows ease of maintenance of the Web site because the administrator does not have to know all the dependencies [4] . Finally, HTML5 support offers advantages allowing easily the development of Web applications with Web 2.0 features including audio, video, drag and drop , HTML 2D and HTML 3D among others.
Conclusions and Future Work
The use of best practices allows developing better Web applications and provides efficiency. Lift is a new framework with few information about itself, the analysis presented in this work shows that Lift offers more features to developing Web applications than others frameworks, such as comet support that allows a Web server to push data to a browser, without the browser explicitly requesting it, offering a better real-time interaction, other feature is SiteMap which is an advantage in terms of security. Lift has HTML5 support, it is an important feature which allows to easily integrate features of modern Web applications as too. Lift exploits language Scala benefits such as use pattern matching which provides a powerful tool for declaring business logic in a concise and maintainable way and use actors, they represent a model based on asynchronous message-passing concurrency. These features make Lift a powerful framework. With the use of these best practices, Web applications were developed in an interactive, intuitive and secure way, improving the development effort and reducing the development time.
As future work, we are considering to obtain new best practices such as security, use CSS selector and cloud computing support.
